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Abstract. The S-PLUS is a photometric survey which will observe 8000 deg2 of the Southern Sky along with 5 broad band (similar
to those used in SDSS) and 7 narrow band filters covering important stellar features. Currently, we have analysed only a small region
(∼160 deg2 ) of the sky known as Stripe-82, where we found 285 quasar candidates up to 19 magnitudes in r splus band. This could be
done by analysing color-color diagrams of S-PLUS filters and WISE channels, where F0395 − W1 × z splus − W2 was found to be
one of the best filter combinations for star-quasar separation and for separating high and low redshift quasars.
Resumo. O S-PLUS é um survey fotométrico que irá observar 8000 deg2 do hemisfério celestial sul com 5 bandas largas (similares
àquelas usadas no SDSS) e 7 bandas estreitas que cobrem importantes características estelares. Atualmente, analisamos apenas uma
pequena região (∼180 deg2 ) do céu conhecido como Stripe-82, encontrando 285 candidatos a quasar até 19 magnitudes na banda
r splus . Isso foi possível ao analisar diagramas cor-cor com os filtros do S-PLUS e do WISE, em que F0395 − W1 × z splus − W2
apresentou uma boa separação entre estrela e quasar e entre quasares de alto e baixo redshift.
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1. Introduction

3. Results

Pâris et al. (2017) used Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) data
to produce a catalog of more than half a million spectroscopic
confirmed quasars. However, the SDSS quasar sample does not
cover bright quasars owing to saturation limits. In particular,
very bright quasars with 2 < z < 5 are essential for an ongoing
experiment developed in University of Florida to direct measure
the the cosmic acceleration, which may give new insights into
the nature of Dark Energy. In this context, we plan to use the
Southern Photometric Local Universe Survey (S-PLUS) data of
the Stripe-82 to find very bright high-redshift quasars.

Figure 1 shows the simulated AB magnitudes generated with the
EzMag code for star models in a rainbow color scale with respect
to their temperature and a QSO template shifted through redshift
0 to 5 shown in red curve. We can see a good separation of stars
and QSOs, as well for high (solid red curve) and low redshift
(dashed red curve) QSOs.
Known stars observed with S-PLUS are shown in pink plus
symbols, whereas known QSOs are shown in filled circles whose
colours correspond to their spectroscopic redshift that are known
from SDSS.
We have found 285 quasar candidates up to 19 magnitudes
photometrically observed with S-PLUS in the Stripe-82 region.
Those correspond to the objects of the UNKNOWN class in the
QSOs loci of F0395 − W1 × z splus − W2 color-color diagram
showed in Fig. 1. More than 99% objects classified spectroscopically as star or QSO fall in their correspondent locus, as expected.
We are currently working on estimating their redshifts photometrically and we will spectroscopically follow the brightest
ones up in the next semester with SOAR observations.

2. Database and Methodology
The S-PLUS will cover 8000 deg2 of the Southern Sky using 5
broad band filters and 7 narrow band filters that cover important stellar features (Mendes de Oliveira et al. submitted). In this
work, we show the results for a smaller area of the sky known
as Stripe-82 (∼180 deg2 ). We used the S-PLUS data along with
information in infrared from WISE, where the known QSOs
(6 866) and stars (28 354) were retrieved from SDSS. We called
as UNKNOWN every point-like source objects with no classification found in SDSS, resulting in a total of 413 968 objects for
this class.
To find new quasars using photometric data, we need to perform a star/QSO separation, as both groups have a point-source
appearance in optical images. Our analyses are based on colorcolor diagrams, in order to distinguish different loci for quasars
and for stars. We used the EzMag python code written by S.
Jeram (UF) to simulate the AB magnitude of some stars models (Coelho 2014) and a QSO template (Hernán-Caballero et al.
2016) shifted through redshift 0 to 5 by 0.25 steps in a given
filter.
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Figure 1. Known stars from S-PLUS up to 19 magnitudes are shown in pink crosses, in the loci of the stars models which temperatures are in respect with the left color sidebar. Known QSOs are shown as filled circles in shades of brown respecting the right
color sidebar for spectroscopic redshift. They appear mostly in the locus of the QSO model following the expected trend of high to
low redshift. The black line separates the star (right) and quasar (left) loci. Observed known stars are shown in pink plus symbols
(known stars) and known QSOs are shown in filled circles in respect to their spectroscopic redshift.
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